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Condition: New. 196 x 128 mm. Language: English . Brand New
Book. From award-winning science writer John Gribbin,
Science: A History is the enthralling story of the men and
women who changed the way we see the world, and the
turbulent times they lived in. From Galileo, tried by the
Inquisition for his ideas, to Newton, who wrote his rivals out of
the history books; from Marie Curie, forced to work apart from
male students for fear she might excite them, to Louis Agassiz,
who marched his colleagues up a mountain to prove that the
ice ages had occurred. Filled with pioneers, visionaries,
eccentrics and madmen, this is the history of science as it has
never been told before. Gripping and entertaining.Wonderfully
and pleasurably accessible . ( Independent on Sunday ).
Tremendous .moves me to bestow a reviewer s cliche I long
ago vowed never to use: a tour de force . ( Spectator ). A
magnificent history .enormously entertaining . ( Daily
Telegraph ). A splendid book .demolishes innumerable myths
and exposes the factual roots of some of science s well known
tales (for example, Galileo never dropped weights of different...
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R eviews
The ideal ebook i actually study. It is among the most incredible book we have study. It is extremely di icult to leave it
before concluding, once you begin to read the book.
-- B oyd Steuber
A must buy book if you need to adding benefit. Of course, it is actually perform, still an interesting and amazing
literature. I am delighted to explain how this is basically the best book i actually have read through during my
individual life and may be he best book for at any time.
-- Ja r od B a r toletti
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